Installation Guide
Single Dispenser

Congratulations! The EcoEclipse dispenser you purchased is a time-tested product that's been used successfully in bathrooms of hundreds of properties around the world. Now it’s time to get your dispenser installed properly.

Before Installing

• Read instructions thoroughly.

• Be sure to remove the bottle from the bracket.

• After installation, please wait a minimum of 4 hours before inserting a filled bottle into the bracket.

• Don’t worry. Hundreds of properties have successfully installed our EcoEclipse dispenser.

Step 1: Identify Your Installation Location

• Position your dispenser in its desired location & mark the location with tape or a dry erase marker.

• Make sure the dispenser’s location is accessible and won’t interfere with any bathroom fixtures.

Step 2: Readying the Adhesive & Mounting Surface

• Your dispenser should arrive with blue adhesive tape already applied to the bracket back and/or bottom based on your request. See image A.

• Ensure the installation surface is clean & dry. Grime & soap scum will decrease the effectiveness of the adhesive.

• Remove blue tape carefully as the tape can be very sticky. This will expose the adhesive surface.
Step 3: Adhering the Dispenser

- Hold the unit with both hands.
- Align with the positioning marks you made with masking tape or dry erase marker.
- Push dispenser hard against the wall or counter and hold for 15 seconds.

Step 4: Take a Break

- Wait 4 hours for the adhesive to set before adding a filled bottle.

Step 5: Loading Your Dispenser

- Use special key to release the locking clamp. See image B.
- Insert your filled bottle.
- Bottle will go in easier if you insert it bottom first.
- Snap the tamper-resistant locking clamp back into place over the filled bottle.

Step 6: Refilling Your Bottles

- To refill your bottles, hold the refill bag with your back hand on the bottom and with your forward hand, pour the liquid into the bottle.
- Fill bottles to rim under the threads.
- In-room refills are not recommended. Instead, remove the bottles, refill them back-of-house, and then replace your dispensers with filled bottles.

View Our Bottle Refill Video